MINI DOLLS

This pattern (complete in one sheet) contains directions, pattern pieces and illustrations for making Boy and Girl Mini Dolls, 5" tall.
FACE EMBROIDERY:
Using a single strand of embroidery floss, work Nose and Eyes in Black Single Stitch, use 3 strands of Red to work Mouth in Outline Stitch, use 6 strands of Black floss to work a French Knot in the center of each Eye.

CLOTHES:
Fold Color 2 fabric in half with right sides together.
Cut out pattern pieces D and E.
Trace outline of pattern pieces onto one side of folded fabric.

Dress: Stitch side seams of Dress (D) where indicated by broken lines of pattern pieces.
Cut out Dress along pencil line; turn right side out.
Turn under 1/4" along lower edge, neck edge and armholes and stitch down (see Fig. A).
Stitch lace around lower inside edge of Dress

Yoke and Sleeves: Stitch seams at each side of sleeves where indicated on pattern piece E.
Cut out along pencil line; turn right side out.
Turn under 1/4" along neck edge, lower edge and end of sleeves.
Stitch in place (see Fig. B).

Place Yoke and Sleeve section over Body and draw arms through sleeves. Place Dress over Yoke and stitch front and back together at shoulders (see Fig. C).
SHOES:  Using 6 strands of Black embroidery floss, overcast feet from center out, starting about 5/8" up from end of foot and mitering stitches at each side of toe to cover foot (see Fig. F).

![FIG. F](image)

HAIR:  Using six-strands of Yellow embroidery floss, stitch several 1-1/2" loops at each side of Face under Hat. Stitch loops to Head about 1/2" from top with matching color thread. Make several small loops across forehead for bangs.

LACE COLLAR:  Gather one edge of a 6" length of White lace to fit around neck and stitch in place.

---

**BOY DOLL**

**MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH DOLL:**
(36" Fabric Used)
- One piece Color 1 fabric, 8" X 10";
- Scrap of Color 3 fabric, about 8" X 4";
- Scrap of Color 4 fabric, about 5" X 7";
- Scrap of White fabric;
- Polyester filler for Stuffing;
- Six-strand embroidery floss in Red and Black;
- 5" length of Black ribbon (1/4" wide);
- Sewing thread in matching colors.

**MAKING DOLL:**
Work Body, Head and Face Embroidery same as for Girl Doll.

**CLOTHES:**
- Shirt: Fold Color 4 fabric in half lengthwise, right sides together. Cut and sew Shirt (J) for Boy Doll same as Yoke and Sleeves.
Overalls: Fold Color 3 fabric in half, right sides together, to measure about 4" X 4". 
Cut out pattern piece C; trace outline onto one side of folded fabric. 
Stitch side seams and leg seam where indicated by broken lines on pattern piece. 
Cut out Overalls along pencil line; cut between legs along solid line. 
Turn under 1/4" along lower edge of legs, armholes and neckline. Stitch in place (see Fig. G). 
Place Overalls on Body over Yoke; stitch front and back together at shoulders, same as for Dress on Girl Doll (see Fig. C).

**FIG. G**

**FIG. H**

SHOES:
Work Shoes same as Shoes for Girl Doll (see Fig. F).

HAIR:
Use all six-strands of Black embroidery floss. 
Cut 4" strands of floss; fold each strand in half to find the center. 
Stitch folded strands of floss along Head seam to cover back of Head (see Fig. H). Make a loop for hanger in back of Head. 
Stitch 3 strands of the same size to each side of face along seam line. 
Clip 2" strands, fold in half and stitch to seam line on front of Head for "bangs". 
Clip floss to desired length and shape for Hair.

COLLAR:
Fold White fabric in half; trace outline of Collar (I) on one side of fabric. 
Stitch Collar together along broken line. 
Cut out on solid line. Clip corners and turn right side out. Press. 
Turn straight edges to the inside and slip stitch closed. 
Fit Collar around neck and stitch together at front ends. 
Make a small Bow with Black ribbon; stitch to Collar at centerfront. 
Clip ends of Bow to desired length.
Make as many dolls as desired using different color fabrics for clothes.
for Girl Doll.
Place Shirt over Body and draw arms through sleeves.

Make B, HEAD. Place on face.

CROWN

BACK OF HAT
HAT:
Cut out pattern pieces F, G and H.
Trace outline of pattern pieces onto one side of folded fabric.
Stitch pieces for Brim (H) and Back of Hat (F) together along pencil line, leaving a small opening for turning.
Cut out and turn right side out. Press flat.
Stitch Crown (G) together along curved edge only.
Cut out and turn right side out.
Gather open edges of Crown to fit and stitch in place between X's on pattern piece F (see Fig. D).
Place Head of Doll on top of Back piece (F) and slip stitch in place.
Place Brim (H) over Head and sew top edge only across Hat (see Fig. E) so that upper part of Head and gathered edge of Crown are covered.
Make a loop for hanger in back of Hat.
COLOR SUGGESTIONS:
Color 1 - Flesh
Color 2 - Bright Floral Print (Red or Blue)
Color 3 - Gingham (Blue)
Color 4 - Light Solid (Pale Blue or Yellow)

GIRL DOLL

MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR EACH DOLL:
(36" Fabric Used)
One piece Color 1 fabric, 8" X 10";
1/8 yard Color 2 fabric;
Polyester filler for stuffing;
Approximately 1/2 yard (1/2" wide) White lace;
Six-strand embroidery floss in Red, Black and Yellow;
Sewing thread in matching colors.

MAKING DOLL:
Fold Color 1 fabric in half to measure 5" wide X 8" long.
Cut out pattern pieces A and B.
Trace outline of pattern pieces onto one side of folded fabric.
Stitch through both layers of fabric, following pencil outline, leaving neck edge open on both Body (A) and Head (B).
Cut Body and Head from fabric, leaving a small seam allowance on all sides.
Clip seam allowance at curves and corners and turn pieces right side out.
Use a blunt object (the eraser end of a pencil or a large knitting needle) to fully extend arms and legs.
Use dressmaker's carbon paper to trace Eyes, Nose and Mouth onto one side of B (Head).
Lightly stuff Body and Head.
Turn neck edge of Body to the inside, insert Head and slip stitch securely together.